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3200 ATTENDEES ANTICIPATED HUNDREDS OF EVENTS WITH SEATS

The NOVA Open is one of the world's largest wargaming-focused events. This 10th Annual convention runs from
August 28-September 1. With the event a few short weeks away, many of the nearly 300 events and seminars are
sold out; however, there are a few organized activities still open for you to enjoy alongside everything else the
con has to offer.
The NOVA Open presents its attendees with a fantastic opportunity to meet fellow hobbyists, get casual face time
with some of the biggest names in the industry, shop an awesome vendor hall, eat from an amazing array of food
trucks, socialize and enjoy live entertainment in the Foundation's Charity Lounge, learn from the best instructors in
an array of awesome seminars, and play in a nigh-on endless variety of organized tournaments and gaming events.
This article includes just a small sampling of the things you can do at NOVA Open, and while much of the con is
sold out, there are hundreds of reasons you should still plan to attend.
Seminars
NOVA Open has over 100 seminar offerings in 2019 - from arts and hobby to strategy - from hands on to community
interactions. Fill your calendar with some of these great classes taught by Masterclass artists and company VIPs:
Weathering
Freehand
Lighting
X-wing Repaints
Airbrushing
MDF
Speed Painting
Mournival Playtesting and 40K Pro Strategies
The fun new Art of Acrylic Pour classes

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Specialist Games
Space is also still available in some awesome events:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Blood Bowl
GodTear and Guild Ball
Infinity
Malifaux
Necromunda
D&D
Warmachine/Hordes
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Fantasy Flight Games
FFG brings its Grand Championship events to NOVA Open 2019; few seats remain in most, but we recommend
you take time to check out:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

KeyForge
Legend of the 5 Rings
SW: Armada
SW: Destiny
SW: Imperial Assault
SW: Legion
SW: X-wing

Games Workshop Warhammer World
Games Workshop is a tremendous part of any NOVA Open. There will be over 13 members of the community team
joining us this year, and they are bringing the new Warhammer Booth to the vendor hall for our attendees, as
well. Though most of the events are sold out, there is always attrition at the convention. Get on the wait lists or
register for events today:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lord of the Rings
Warhammer 30,000: Horus Heresy
Warhammer 40,000: GT
Warhammer 40,000: Kill Team
Warhammer 40,000: Narrative & Trios
Warhammer Age of Sigmar

NOCF: Support of Charitable Causes
If you will be attending, check out the Silent Auction, visit the Foundation Lounge, and buy tickets to over 30
summer raffles offered by the NOVA Open Charitable Foundation, which include world-class painted armies
and models that can be won from and shipped to anywhere in the world. If you cannot attend, please show your
remote support by bidding in the online raffles!

